PRESS RELEASE: AdvisorHub Editors Take Home Neal Award for Best News Coverage
April 6, 2018
NEW YORK, NY—AdvisorHub.com, the nation’s fastest growing news site for financial advisors, and its reporters Mason Braswell
and Jed Horowitz, have been recognized with a Neal Award for Best News Coverage for their story, Morgan Stanley Purges
Vanguard Mutual Funds in a ceremony on April 5th 2018. The exclusive story that ran in May of 2017, details how Vanguard has
long refused to pay any broker-dealer for “shelf space” as part of its crusade to keep expenses for investors low. The award is a
testament to AdvisorHub’s editorial prowess in providing their audience of nearly 200,000 Financial Advisor readers with
breaking news, insider observations, and advisor insights in real time.
Mason Braswell and Jed Horowitz have a combined 46 years of experience at publishers that include Reuters, Dow Jones,
Bloomberg, McGraw-Hill, American Banker and Investment News.
“The integrity of our reporters, and their tenacious dedication to finding the truth, help imbue our entire organization with a
competitive but fair ethos.” says Tony Sirianni, CEO of AdvisorHub. “We are enormously proud of the work our reporters do
every day on behalf of the Financial Advisor community.”
About AdvisorHub:
AdvisorHub expands upon traditional trade industry coverage. In addition to investigative journalism and sophisticated
commentary on the wealth management industry, we provide recruiting deals and compensation information crucial to
advisors’ business and careers.
With a management team led by former advisor, industry CEO, and thought leader Tony Sirianni, AdvisorHub produces content
that is of unique value to Financial Advisors. AdvisorHub is a leader in the emerging Fintech space, Financial Markets, Finra
Enforcement Actions, Advisor moves and compensation information, firm rankings, and industry events.
AdvisorHub has offices in New York, NY and Middleburg, VA.
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